
Thermochemical Equations

Enthalpy - an extensive property that measures heat absorbed or 
evolved in a reaction represented with an H

In thermochemical equations, the enthalpy sign determines whether 
heat is absorbed or evolved (lost).
 If the sign for enthalpy is positive (+), then heat is absorbed.
 If the sign for enthalpy is negative (-), then heat is evolved.

endothermic - heat/energy is absorbed by the system from the   
surroundings
exothermic - heat/energy is released (evolved) by the system to the  
surroundings

When...
 ...product energy > reactant energy, the reaction is endothermic
 ...product energy < reactant energy, the reaction is exothermic.

The only difference between a chemical equation and  a 
thermochemical equation is the fact that a thermal equation ends in ; 
(delta) H = . This gives how much heat energy was evolved or 
absorbed during the reaction.



Manipulating Thermochemical Equations
Rules for manipulation:
 1.  When an equation is multiplied by a factor, the enthalpy  
value for the new equation must also be multiplied by that same 
factor.
 2.  When a thermochemical equation is written in reverse, the 
sign of enthalpy is also reversed.
Stoichiometry of Thermochemical Equations
 Using the thermochemical equation, you can make a conversion 
factor to create a ratio of mols to heat evolved/absorbed.

Enthalpy of Formation - The amount of energy absorbed/evolved for 
 an individual molecule in a reaction

Solving basic Thermochemical Problems using Hess's Law

 Rules:
1.  When one reactant of one equation is the same as the 
product of another equation, they can cancel out.
2.  When a compound is in two equations but on the same side 
(both reactants or both products), the molar amounts are 
added.
3.  The thermochemical equations can be manipulated, but the 
whole equation must be multiplied or divided by the same 
amount, including the enthalpy.



Hess's Law
The first part of Hess's Law describes how reactions can have 
multiple steps that are not always listed.  

Now, this equation doesn't happen naturally.  It is actually a 
combination of two different reactions:

In order to solve this problem, we want to manipulate the two 
equations so that the components combine or cancel out to 
form the original equation:
 The first equation is reversed.
 The second equation is doubled.

Once all factors are added and canceled, all reactants are 
written on one side and all products are written on the other.  
To find the net change in enthalpy, just add the two values of 
enthalpy together.




 The next part of Hess's Law states that the overall enthalpy 
change of a reaction is equal to the sum of the energy changes in 
each step.
 Mathematically, this can be written:

Breaking this equation apart, 
 Σ means the sum of nΔH of the products and mΔH of the 
reactants
 nΔH/mΔH is the change of enthalpy of the products and 
reactants respectively
 the n and m before the ΔH's indicates that the enthalpy of 
formation of each part of the equation is to be multiplied by its 
respective number of moles to find the final change in enthalpy. 

So, putting this together, the equation states that the total change in 
enthalpy is equal to the sum of the enthalpies of formation of the 
products minus the sum of the enthalpies of formation of the 
reactants.

Hess's Law

A list of the standard enthalpies of formation can be found at 
URL HERE! as well as in the resources tab of the website.

The enthalpies of formation can be written underneath each 
respective element, and then the above equation is used to find the 
total enthalpy of the equation.



Calorimetry

Calorimetry - The measure of heat absorbed or evolved in a 
chemical or physical reaction
Calorimeter - an object used to measure heat absorbed or evolved.

Pictured left is a 
calorimeter

 Heat Capacity - The amount of heat required to raise a 
substance 1 degree celsius
 Specific Heat Capacity - The amount of heat required to raise 
1 gram of a substance 1 degree celsius
 Latent heat of fusion / vaporization - The amount of energy 
required to cause an amount of a substance to undergo a phase 
change.



Heating and Cooling Curves

To any heating and cooling curve, there are generally five parts 
that need to be observed:
 1. The initial up/down slope
 2. The first flat line(melting/condensation point)
 3. The upward/downward slope in the middle
 4. The second flat line (evaporation/freezing point)
 5.  The final upward/downward slope
Using this information, it is possible to calculate the energy 
needed throughout phase changes.

Parts 1, 3, and 5 (with an upward/downward slope) can be 
calculated with the equation:
 Q=mct
 Where m is the mass of the substance
 c is the object's specific heat
 and t is the change in temperature (final - initial)
Parts 2 and 4 cannot be calculated with this equation, because 
there is no change in temperature.  Instead, they need to be 
calculated using their latent heats of vaporization/fusion.  The 
equation used for this is:
 Q=mL
 where m is the mass of the substance (or the molar 
amount, depending on what is available)
 and L is the latent heat.



Solving Cooling Curve Problems

Calculate the energy required to raise the temperature of 18.0 
grams of ice at -20 C to steam at 120 C.  You have exactly one 
mole of water. 

Spec. Heat of ice:   2.092 J/g C
Spec. Heat of water: 4.18 j/g C
Spec. Heat of steam: 2.092 J/g C

Heat of Fusion:  6020 j/mole
Heat of Vaporization: 40,700 j/mole

Once all values have been 
individually calculated, they 
are all added together to find 
the total energy added.

So, the total energy added in 
this case is 55,750.24 Joules.


